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The Cavender-Felsenstein edge-length invariants for binary characters on 4-trees
provide the starting point for the development of “customized” invariants for evaluating and comparing phylogenetic hypotheses. The binary character invariants
may be generalized to k-valued characters without losing the quadratic nature of
the invariants as functions of the theoretical frequencies f( UVXY) of observable
character configurations (U at organism 1, V at 2, etc.). The key to the approach
is that certain sets of these configurations constitute events which are probabilistically
independent from other such sets, under the symmetric Markov change models
studied. By introducing more complex sets of configurations, we find the quadratic
invariants for Strees in the binary model and for individual edges in 6-trees or,
indeed, in any size tree. The same technique allows us to formulate invariants for
entire trees, but these are cubic functions for 6-trees and are higher-degree polynomials for larger trees. With k-valued characters and, especially, with large trees,
the types of configuration sets (events) used in the simpler examples are too rare
(i.e., their predicted frequencies are too low) to be useful, and the construction of
meaningful pairs of independent events becomes an important and nontrivial task
in designing invariants suited to testing specific hypotheses. In a very natural way,
this approach fits in with well-known statistical methodology for contingency tables.
We explore use of events such as “only transitions occur for character i (i.e., position
i in a nucleic acid sequence) in subtree a” in analyzing a set of data on ribosomal
RNA in the context of the controversy over the origins of archaebacteria, eubacteria,
and eukaryotes.

Introduction
Edge-length invariants for characterizing the topologies of phylogenetic trees were
introduced (Cavender and Felsenstein 1987; Lake 1987) in large measure because of
difficulties and inaccuracies inherent in tree-construction criteria and in methods which
require, explicitly or not, the inference of edge lengths. Given aligned nucleotide sequences of length n from N organisms, and given a probabilistic model for substitution
of nucleotides over time, we denote byf( X1 ,X2, . . . , X,) the probability that we find
nucleotide X1 in some position in organism 1, X2 in the same position in organism
2 - - 9 and XN in this position in organism N. These f depend, of course, on the
history of shared and divergent evolution summarized by the true phylogenetic tree
relating the organisms. An edge-length invariant is a function of all or some of the f
which is identically zero when the f are consistent with one (or more) of the possible
tree topologies on N organisms. That is, for these trees only, the invariant is insensitive
to any and all changes in the lengths of the edges of the tree.
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Instead of the nucleotide alphabet { A,C,G,T } of size k = 4, the n positions may
also contain the amino acid sequences of aligned protein molecules (k = 20), or,
more generally, they may be n (unordered) biological characters and the X may represent the possible values in a character set of arbitrary size k 2 2.
Cavender and Felsenstein ( 1987) derived two sets of edge-length invariants-the
K invariants, based on the “four-point” metric property of trees endowed with edge
lengths (Buneman 1974; Dobson 1974), and the L invariants, based on the independence of events happening in disjoint regions of the tree. Each of these sets of invariants
is capable of distinguishing among the three possible unrooted binary tree topologies
depicted in figure 1 relating N = 4 organisms. They worked with binary characters (k
= 2)) and they assumed symmetric rates of substitution between the two states at
each of the n positions. Both the K and the L invariants are homogeneous quadratic
functions of the 5
Lake ( 1987) suggested linear invariants for the same problem using the full k
= 4 nucleotide alphabet, allowing a more general substitution model where transition
and transversion substitutions have different probabilities. Cavender ( 1989) has completed the mathematical characterization of the entire set of linear invariants for the
N = 4, k = 4 case, by using substitution probability models of maximum possible
generality. In this context, the f also contain information about the position of the
root of the tree, in contrast to the previous studies. Cavender also showed the possibility
of extending his approach to N = 5 and higher.
J. Felsenstein (personal communication) has derived invariants for the rooted
N = 3 case by assuming the ultrametric inequality.
Generalizing in another direction, Drolet and Sankoff (accepted) studied K and
L invariants for the N = 4 case under a symmetric substitution model, extending
Cavender and Felsenstein’s k = 2 results to arbitrarily large character sets (e.g.,
k = 4 nucleotides, k = 20 amino acids).
In the present paper, I explore extensions of the Cavender-Felsenstein theory to
larger trees. More specifically, I develop L invariants for 5-trees and 6-trees for k = 2
under symmetric models and show that as k and, especially, N become greater, the
L-invariant approach leads to meaningful tests, not necessarily of the entire complex
hypothesis represented by a phylogenetic reconstruction but, more important, focusing
only on the elements of the hypothesis which are of particular interest to the researcher.
As with parsimony, maximum likelihood, and other global criteria, invariant
functions do not in themselves constitute algorithms for tree reconstruction but rather
are tools for evaluating phylogenies. Again as with other criteria, however, they may
be incorporated into tree-inference algorithms.

1
FIG. 1.-The

2

3

three possible binary unrooted trees for four organisms
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The Model

I will assume the same kind of probabilistic model as Cavender and Felsenstein
but will allow k to take on values >2. The relationships among the organisms in the
data set are represented by a tree structure, not necessarily with binary branching,
with lengths associated with each edge of the tree. One point, either at one of the
vertices of the tree or along one of the edges, is the “root,” and all edges of the tree
are directed away from the root, indicating the direction of the time parameter. (Although it is convenient in defining the models discussed, the position of the root does
not actually affect either the nature of the data generated by these models or the
statistical inference based on them.) The length of an edge in the tree represents the
elapsed time of the period of common history shared only by the set of organisms
stemming from the more recent of its endpoints, augmented or diminished to take
into account periods of accelerated or reduced evolutionary change.
Each of n characters (positions) can take on values in the set ( 1, . . . , k} , with
changes of state occurring according to a continuous-time Markov process independently along the various edges of the tree, with the time parameter corresponding to
distance along each edge in the direction away from the root.
The Markov property may be summarized as follows: If x, u, and y are three
nodes of the tree, with u on the path between x and y, then the event that a given
position is occupied by nucleotide X at point x and the event that the same position
is occupied by nucleotide Y at point y are independent, given that the position is
occupied by nucleotide U at point u. This property is sometimes stated as follows:
“The future is independent of the past, given the present,” though in our particular
model no assumptions are made of the relative times of x, u, and y; indeed, u might
be the root.
Assume that all n positions have the same rate parameter and that all n positions
evolve independently. Indeed, the mathematical development will neither refer to n
nor differentiate among individual sequence positions, with the exception of the section
on statistical tests, where the properties of the tests do depend on n. Note that the
increase or decrease of all the parameters in concert, representing accelerated or diminished rates of evolution, is incorporated into the time lengths associated with the
various edges. The time variable, however, will not appear explicitly in the mathematics,
which will be formulated more generally, in terms of Markov substitution probabilities
among the character values (nucleotides) .
Other assumptions involve the symmetry of the substitution probabilities among
the different nucleotides (character values) at a position. If a position contains nucleotide X at node u of the tree, then the probability PUV(X,Y) that it will change to
nucleotide Y in the time interval between nodes u and v is equal to the probability
PUV(Y,X) that, if the position contains Y, then it will change to X in the same interval,
and that these probabilities are also identical to PUU(X,Y) and PV,(Y,X). Moreover,
at least in the next few sections, these probabilities will be the same for all pairs (X,Y)
of different nucleotides. This is the k-state equivalent of the Jukes and Cantor ( 1969)
model. The latter assumption, however, is not basic to the approach and will be relaxed
in the later sections. Furthermore assume that at the root r (or, for our purposes, at
any given point in the tree), the proportion pr( X) of positions occupied by any particular character value X is 1/k ( = l/4 in the case of nucleotide sequences). This
latter assumption, in the context of symmetric substitution probabilities, ensures that
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at any point s in the tree the proportion of positions occupied by any particular character
value X is also 1/k:

P.sW =

c Pr(y)%wm
Y

=

( l/W C WXY)
Y

= l/k,
since each row sum of a Markov matrix is 1.
Note that for the purposes of phylogenetic inference, the researcher is only aware
of the symmetrical nature of the model. The topology of the tree is unknown, of
course; it is this that is to be inferred. Nothing more about the substitution probabilities
Puv( X,Y ), which are directly related to the edge lengths, is known; nor are they the
object of the inference problem.
Independent Events

I have defined the model in such a way as to be able easily to identify certain
pairs of events as independent or not independent. For example, consider tree 1 in
figure 1. I label the interior vertices e and f, as in figure 2. In this tree, the event that
a certain position is occupied by nucleotide G in organism b and that it is also occupied
by G in organism d are not independent. The joint probability Prob (G in b and G
in d} is always at least slightly greater than the product Prob { G in b } X Prob {G in
d > . However, the event that a certain position is occupied by the same nucleotide in
organisms a and b is independent of the event that it is occupied by the same nucleotide
(possibly different from that in a and b) in organisms c and d. Whether a and b have
the same nucleotide in a given position depends only on the existence and nature of
substitutions taking place on the path from a to e to b that, according to the model,
are independent, of events taking place on the path from c to fto d, since the two
paths have no interval in common (a condition which does not hold in trees 2 and
3), and because of the symmetry in the set of substitution probabilities.
Now the invariants are not based on the substitution probabilities but on the
probabilities f( UVXY) that a position is occupied by character state U at a, V at b,
X at c, and Y at d. Following Cavender and Felsenstein, I first investigate the case
ofk = 2.

b
FIG. 2.-Tree

d
1 with interior nodes labeled
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Since the two terms for each f, are always equal because of the symmetry of the
model, for simplicity let

Note that C& = 1. It can be seen that the cumulative probability of the cases in
which the character values are the same at a and b isfO + fab + fd + fc, of the cases
in which they are the same at c and d isfO + f&, + fb + fat and of the cases in which
they are both the same at a and b and the same at c and d is f0 + fab. Since what
happens on the path between a and b in tree 1 (i.e., no net substitution) is independent
of what happens on the path between c and d (not true in trees 2 and 3 in fig. 1),

Using &fa = 1, one obtains

Similarly, for trees 2 and 3, respectively, one obtains
J52

=

cb++fb)(fc+h)

-

(h+facwib+.Lf)

=

0

;

J53

=

,(fd.LzKfc+_fb)

-

(h+_LzdMzb+_m

=

0

*

These are the Cavender-Felsenstein L invariants. Since each one is zero only for one
of the trees, if one knew or could accurately estimate they,, one could then determine
which tree generated the data. For long sequences, i.e., if n is large, one may simply
count the number of each set of configurations and divide by n. For example fa is
estimated by [number of ( 1222) + number of (2 1 1 1 )] /n.
The probabilistic independence of two events G and H is defined as
Prob(G)Prob( H) = Prob( G n H). The calculation used above to simplify the invariants is a special case of
Prob((GnH)U(Gn-H))Prob({GnH}U(-Gf?H})=Prob(GnH);
Prob(G f7 I+2 + Prob(GnH)[Prob(-GnH)

+ Prob(Gn-H)-l]
+ Prob(Gn-H)Prob(

-GnH)

= 0 ;
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Prob(GnH)2

- Prob(GnH)[Prob(GnH)

+ Prob(-GWH)]
+ Prob(Gn-H)Prob(-Gf7H)

Prob(Gn-H)Prob(

-GnH)

- Prob(GnH)Prob(

-Gf7-H)

= 0 ;

= 0 .

In the L invariants, G and H can be recognized as the events that a and b have
the same value and that c and d have the same value. Cavender and Felsenstein remark
that the standard tests of independence in 2 X 2 contingency tables are based on this
“cross-product” expression. I will return to this point later.
Larger Character Sets

For the case k = 3, thef, are redefined as follows (Drolet and Sankoff, accepted):
fo = f(lll1)

+f(2222)

+f(3333);

fa = f(1222)

+f(2111)

+f(2333)

+f(3222)

+f(1333)

fb = f( 1211) +f(2122)

+f(2322)

+f(3233)

+f( 1311) +f(3133);

fc = f( 1121) +f(2212)

+f(2232)

+f(3323)

+f( 1131) +f(3313)

+f(3111);

;

fd=f(1112)+f(2221)+f(2223)+f(3332)+f(1113)+f(3331);
fab = f(1122)

+f(2211)

+f(2233)

+f(3322)

+f( 1133) +f(3311);

fat = f(1212)

+f(2121)

+f(2323)

+f(3232)

+f( 1313) +f(3131);

fad = f(1221)

+f(2112)

+f(2332)

+f(3223)

+f( 1331) +f(3113);

fa.b = f(2311)

+f(3211)

+f( 1322) +f(3122)

+f( 1233) +f(2133)

;

fa.c = f(2131)

+f(3121)

+f( 1232) +f(3212)

+f( 1323) +f(2313)

;

fa.d = f(2113)

+f(3112)

+f( 1223) +f(3221)

+f( 1332) +f(2331)

;

fb.c = f(l231)

+f( 1321) +$(2132)

+f(2312)

+f(3123)

+f(3213)

;

fb.d = f(1213)

+f( 1312) +f(2123)

+f(2321)

+f(3132)

+f(3231)

;

fc.d = f(l123)

+f( 1132) +f(2213)

+f(2231)

+f(3312)

+f(3321).

Using the same argumentation
respectively,

as with k = 2, one finds that, for trees 1, 2, and 3,

Redefining the f, for the case k = 4 requires four terms for f. , 12 terms for fathrough
fad, and 24 terms for the rest, includingfa.b.c = f( 1234) + f( 1243) + . . . , + f( 432 1).
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Similarly, for k 2 4, there are a total of k4 terms to partition among the 15 fa. In all
these cases the L invariants have the form

Note that all these invariants are homogeneous quadratic expressions in which each
term f, appears exactly once.
Larger Trees

I now examine the next largest tree, based on five organisms (fig. 3). For simplicity
I use binary characters, though there is no conceptual difficulty in extending this to
k-valued characters. The notation becomes
fo = f(llll1)

+f(22222);

fa=f(21lll)+f(12222);
fb = f( 12111) +f(21222)

;

fc = f( 11211) +f(22122)

;

fd = f( 11121) +f(22212)

;

fe=f(11112)+f(22221);
&=f(11222)+f(22111);
fat = f(12122)

+f(21211);

fad = f(12212)

+f(21121)

;

fap. = f(12221)

+f(21112)

;

fbc = f(21122)

+f( 12211) ;

f&-j = f(21212)

+f( 12121)

fbe
= f(12112) + f(21221)

;
;

fed= f(22112)+f(11221);

fee = f(22121)

+

f(11212) ;

f&?=f(l1122)+f(22211).
Consider the event that a and b have the same value and that c, d, and e have the
same value. Using the independence argument and a cross-product similar to that
above, one finds the following invariant:
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b
FIG. 3.-Tree

d
for five organisms

Now consider the event that a and b have the same value, d and e have the same
value, and c has a value different from that of d and e. One can find the following
invariant:

Similarly,

Note that, as in the case of N = 4, each f, appears exactly once. There are two other
5-trees for which these three formulas are invariant, namely, the two other trees which
group a and b versus c, d, and e (fig. 4).
The following other invariants for the tree with c on the central
found by using the same methods:

These will not be zero for the two other trees-i.e., those with d or e on the central
edge-though
they will be invariant for yet another pair of trees, namely, those which
group d and e versus a, b, and c. For only one tree will both sets of formulas be zero,
and that is the tree that simultaneously groups a and b versus c, d, and e and that
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b
FIG. 4.-Trees

for five organisms sharing invariants with tree of fig. 3

groups d and e versus a, b, and c, namely, the tree with c on the central edge in figure 4.
I may conclude from this example that each invariant of this type pertains to a
specific internal edge in the tree only and that there may be several invariants associated
with each such edge.
Thus if one knew-or could estimate accurately-the
fa, one could calculate all
the invariant formulas for all internal edges-in all possible Strees, and those equal to
zero would indicate which edges were in the tree that generated the fa.
Higher-Degree Polynomial Invariants

With larger trees, one can continue to derive quadratic invariants in the same
way, on the basis of the partition of the N terminal vertices into two sets determined
by an internal edge. One can also, however, consider three or more events at a time.
For example, in the 6-tree pictured in figure 5, one can examine the event that a and
b have the same value, that c and d have the same value, and that e and f have the
same value. These are all independent, so that one can multiply their probabilities to
obtain a cubic invariant, as follows: one can remain with the case k = 2 and employ
the same notational approach as in the previous example.
fO+fob+fcd+_&f=(fO+fab+fabc+fabd+hbe+fabf
+fcd+fce+~~+fde+fdf+~~+fc+sd+se+fr);
x(fo+fcd+facd+fbcd+fcde+fcdj+fab+fae
’

+faf+f6e+fbf+~~+fa+fb+Se+ff);

x (fo

+~~+s,,+fbe/+fcef+fdef+fab+fac

+fad+fbc+.fid+fcd+fa+fb+fc+fd)-

There is no simplified form of this cubic invariant analogous to the cross-product
formulation of the quadratic invariants.
This expression is based on all three internal edges of the tree. Other (quadratic)
invariants may be obtained by using just one edge at a time and by using events more
complex than just “a and b have the same value,” as illustrated in the previous example.
Designer Invariants

Our experience with 5-trees and 6-trees suggests the following two principles in
formulating invariants for larger trees: First, invariants may be based on any set of
disjoint subtrees produced by deleting one or more internal edges of a tree. Not all
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b
FIG. 5.-Tree

for six organisms

the subtrees produced need be considered. Second, the independent events in different
subtrees may be of many different kinds.
Let us now consider these points in more detail. When data on N organisms are
used for phylogenetic inference, the number of important questions to be answered
is usually much less than N. Much of the tree will be well established by previous
work or will be relatively unambiguously determined by the data, independent of the
tree construction method used. Typically, only the relative branching order of a few
organisms or subtrees will be unknown or controversial. However, it is a mistake to
discard all the data except those from organisms that are of immediate interest. Information from related organisms and from outgroups is often crucial in determining
branching order. Nor is it good practice to select only one representative organism
from each of the several subtrees of interest to simplify the calculations or to avoid
biasing the results by possibly incorrect branchings within the subtrees. Any single
representative is bound to be atypical of its subtree with respect to at least a few
characters, and this may lead to an incorrect branching order. The approach in the
present paper is perfectly adapted to these scenarios. Without the discarding of any
of the data, the invariant can be formulated to take into account branching patterns
relating subtrees (and possibly some individual organisms), without having to specify
the branching within the subtrees. As an example one can formalize two competing
hypotheses about archaebacterial phylogeny, as in figure 6.
Each triangle represents a group of organisms that are hypothesized to form a
monophyletic group. One hypothesis, that of Woese and Fox ( 1977 ) and Olsen ( 1987 ),
has all the archaebacteria in one group (a’ and a”), while the other hypothesis, that
of Lake ( 1987) and Lake et al. ( 1984, 1985 ), groups one subset of the archaebacteria,
the sulfur-dependent extreme thermophiles (a’), with the eukaryotes (e) and the remainder, including both the halophiles and the methanogens (a”), with the eubacteria
(p). Invariants for the first hypothesis could be based on a decomposition into three
subtrees, in a manner similar to our analysis of the 6-tree above. Invariants for the
second hypothesis could be based on the internal (horizontal) edge. We will return
to these hypotheses in the next section.
First, however, to test for independence, what are appropriate events whose formulations do not depend on the branching order within the subsets? In the context
of binary characters, we have already seen events such as “a and b have the same
value” and “a and b have the same value, while c has the opposite value.” With large
k and especially with large subtrees, however, events such as “all organisms in the
subtree have the same value” are relatively uninformative, since that event will be
very rare, so that, in practice, estimating its probability will be relatively inaccurate,
even for large n (i.e., long sequences). The same will tend to be true of any event that
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competing hypotheses about archaebacterial phylogeny. Triangles represent subtrees.

refers to values for individual organisms. One alternative would be to set up events
such as “only transition substitutions are observed in the subtree” versus “both transitions and transversions are observed” versus “no substitutions are observed.” Alternatively, “only one value is observed in the subtree” versus “two values are observed”
versus “three values are observed” versus “four values are observed.” There are many
other possibilities as well. All that is needed is a decomposition of the set of possible
configurations into a relatively small number of disjoint events for each subtree, such
that these are independent of the events in each other subtree pertinent to the invariant.
Note that the theory of independent events does not depend on assuming the
Jukes-Cantor substitution probabilities but depends only on the symmetry of the matrix
of these probabilities and on substitution-rate homogeneity across all sequence
positions.
Statistical

Analysis

of Archaebacterial

Phylogeny

Once the hypothesis to be tested has been translated into a decomposition of the
tree into r disjoint subtrees and once the event structure containing mi disjoint events
within subtree i has been set up, evaluating the invariants for sequences of length n
is equivalent to setting up an r-way contingency table, with mi levels in dimension i.
This generalizes Cavender and Felsenstein’s observation about the relationship between
the L invariants and cross-products.
Thus “designer” inyariants have a ready-made statistical apparatus for deciding
whether the data are compatible with a given tree.
Returning to the example of the phylogeny of the archaebacteria, I make use of
a data set, described by Cedergren et al. ( 1988), on the small subunit ( SSU) and large
subunit (LSU) ribosomal RNA molecules. These data bear on the most conservative
regions of these molecules, which may thus be aligned with relative confidence across
the entire phylogenetic spectrum of organisms and organelles whose sequences are
known. For present purposes, I will not use the organellar (mitochondria and chloroplast ) sequences, leaving 10 archaebacteria, 16 eubacteria, and 28 eukaryotes in the
SSU data set. Of the archaebacteria, three are sulfur-dependent thermophiles, three
are halophiles, and four are methanogens. The latter two are grouped together under
both hypotheses. In the LSU data, there are only two sulfur-dependent thermophiles
and five other archaebacteria, four eubacteria, and 10 eukaryotes.
Given that the distinction between the eukaryotes and the eubacteria is not in
question, I will not use the cubic invariant to test the first hypothesis in figure 6.
Rather, I will use a quadratic invariant to test only the validity of the (vertical) edge
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that leads from the eukaryote-eubacteria split to the combined archaebacterial group.
Thus the tests of both hypotheses will be on the same footing.
To test the independence of evolution within different subtrees, I shall estimate
the probabilities for the following set of four events, both within the subtrees separately
and jointly, one event from each subtree: ( 1) no substitutions need be inferred at a
given position within the subtree, given the configuration of bases observed for the
organisms in the subtree (i.e., the bases are all identical) ; ( 2) a transition substitution
must be inferred (e.g., all C’s and U’s); ( 3) a transversion substitution must be inferred
(e.g., all C’s and A’s); and (4) both transitions and transversions must be inferred
(three or four bases).
Note that the joint event “event 1 in subtree T and event 1 in subtree U” does
not require that the single base appearing in T be the same as the single base appearing
in U, though it may be.
For simplicity, we discard all positions that require a gap in the alignment of the
sequences studied, leaving 422 positions in the SSU data and 617 in the LSU data.
Most of the assumptions in the model are of course not strictly satisfied in practice.
The various positions do not evolve independently. For example, base-paired positions
usually change in tandem to preserve complementarity. Symmetry of change probabilities does not generally hold, as is clear from the deviations from 25% of the proportions of the four bases in most organisms. Most important, however, the various
positions do not evolve at the same rate. This latter problem is known to be most
likely to cause errors in some methods for the inference of phylogeny (e.g., see Golding
1983). How might it affect our tests for independence of evolutionary events in two
subtrees? To take an extreme example, suppose one event (e.g., transitions only)
occurred 40% of the time in both subtrees at half of the positions because of a high
rate of transitions and a low rate of transversions, while it occurred only 10% in both
subtrees at the other half of the positions because of their conservatism. Not taking
account of rate differences, one would simply observe this event at ( 10%+40%)/2
= 25% of positions in both trees. If independence held, one would observe the joint
event (transitions only in one subtree and transitions only in the other subtree) at
(0.1 2 + 0.42)/2 = 0.085 or 8.5% of the positions, while one would predict it to occur
at 0.252 = 0.0625 or 6.25% of the positions. Thus a x2 test of contingency table
analysis could be expected to (mistakenly) reject the independence hypothesis based
on this prediction if n , the number of sequence positions, is more than a few hundred.
For less extreme discrepancies of substitution rates between positions, it might take n
of the order of several thousand before a wrong conclusion would be drawn. In any
case, if one were to compare two hypotheses on the same set of data, the prediction
error for joint events should be of the same order in both cases. Instead of accepting
or rejecting each analysis separately, it then becomes more appropriate to compare
their respective test statistics.
Unfortunately, a related source of error cannot be so easily dismissed. About a
third of the positions ( 155 in the SSU data and 235 in the LSU data) do not show
any substitutions in the entire data set. This is far more than could be predicted by
any model extrapolating from the number of positions that are fixed across one subtree
alone. Most of these positions are undoubtedly structurally constrained to the extent
that it is inappropriate to include them in the calculations at all. Even if the tests of
both competing hypotheses are deformed in the same direction, this deformation
would be too great to lend much credence to the calculation, since all the predictions
are distorted by the inclusion of the nonvarying positions. As a first step, then, I will
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simply discard all these positions. This is somewhat Draconian, since the models do
predict at least a few positions manifesting no changes whatsoever, so I will suggest a
principled way of deciding how many of these positions should be discarded and how
many should be included in the analysis.
For each hypothesis represented by an edge connecting subtrees Tr and TX,denote
by ni. and n .i, respectively, the number of positions in Tr and T2 in which events i
and j occur and denote by nii, the frequency of the joint event, for i = 1, . . . ,4 and
j= l,...,
4. Let ej., e.j, and eij be the expected values of the same quantities-i.e.,
sums of predicted configuration frequencies -under some symmetric model of nucleotide substitution. Then, by independence, eij - n( ei. / n)( e.j/n) = 0 is a quadratic
invariant for any tree satisfying the hypothesis in question, i.e., any tree having an
edge that connects a subtree containing all the organisms in T, with a subtree containing
all the organisms in T2. Now, ni. , n.j, and no are themselves maximum likelihood
estimates of these expectations. Because of sampling fluctuations, it will not generally
be the case that no - n( ni. /n)( n .j/n) = 0 exactly, but at least one can predict, as with
any contingency table, that the sum over all cells ij of
[ ?Zij-rt( rti. /?I)(
Mi.

?Z.j/n)]2

/n)Wjln)

should be approximately x2 distributed with 9 df if the hypothesis of independent
evolution in Tr and 7’2is valid and if the symmetric-substitution model holds.
Results
Tables 1 and 2 summarize the analysis for the two hypotheses on the SSU data.
It can be seen that the analysis which groups all the archaebacteria together has a
distinctly lower x2 value, indicating that this hypothesis fits the data better. For the
LSU analysis (not shown), the corresponding values are 56.7 and 66.0, again favoring
the unified archaebacterial group somewhat, though neither hypothesis fares very well
in absolute terms.
Table 1
Contingency Table for Common Eubacteria-Eulcaryote

Split, Using SSU Data (x2 = 28.1)

\
EUBACTERIA
AND EUKARYOTES
ARCHAEBACTERIA
Event 1’........
Event 2b. .......
Event 3’ ........
Event 4d. .......
Total ........

Event la

Event 2b

Event 3’

Event 4d

Total

4 (8.1)
5 (3.3)
6 (2.8)
l(l.8)

44 (33.6)
14 (13.6)
4 (11.4)
A (7.4)
66

18 (15.3)
1 (6.2)
9 (5.2)
J(3.4)
30

70 (79.0)
35 (31.9)
27 (26.7)
23 (17.4)
155

136
55
46
30
267

16

Nom-Horizontal and verticaltotals (n, and nj) indicate numbers of positions in two subtrees in which each of the
four events occurred, while cells in body of table contain frequency nu of the joint events. Numbers in parentheses are
predicted frequency n(n,. /n)(n.j/n). Sum over all cells ij of [nli - n(n,. /n)(n.j/n)*/n(n,. /n)(n.j/n) should be approximately
$ distributed if independence hypothesis is true.
’No substitutions need be inferredat a given position within subtree,given configurationof bases observed for organisms
in subtree (i.e., bases are all identical).
b A transition substitution must be inferred (e.g., all c’s and U’s).
’ A transversion substitution must be inferred (e.g., all C’s and A’s).
* Bothtransitions and transversions must be inferred (three or four bases).
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Table 2
Contingency Table for Separate Archaebacterial Origins of Eukaryotes and Eubacteria,
Using SSU Data (x2 = 42.3)
SULFUR-DEPENDENT
THERMOPHILES
AND
EUKARYOTES
Event 1 ..........
Event 2 ..........
Event 3 ..........
Event 4 ..........
Total ..........
NOTE.-!%%

METHANOGENS,HALOGENS,AND EUBACTERIA
Event 1

Event 2

Event 3

Event 4

Total

2 (7.9)
30 (2 1.3)
14 (11.5)
29 (34.3)

12 (5.9)
18 (15.9)
4 (8.6)
22 (25.6)
56

11 (4.9)
9 (13.4)
11 (7.2)
16 (21.5)
47

3 (9.3)
19 (25.3)
12 (13.7)
55 (40.7)
89

28
76
41
122
267

75

table 1 footnotesfor explanation.

I have already pointed out that discarding all of the numerous nonvarying positions
is perhaps too drastic a solution, given that the models predict that a few of these will
occur. Another solution is to retain a certain number in each analysis, namely, the
number that minimizes the x2 statistic of that analysis. In doing so, one can in effect
estimate the evolutionary distance between the two subtrees. If one includes a large
number of these positions, one can consider that the two subtrees diverge little from
each other; if one rejects most of them, one can consider that much evolutionary
change must have occurred on the path leading from one to the other. In fact, the
proportion that minimizes the x2 statistic of the SSU analysis is 7%~8%, improving
the two analyses to 22.5 and 30.8, respectively. In the LSU analysis, retaining 12%13% improves the x2 statistic to 30.7 and 36.9, respectively. The systematically better
fit of the first hypothesis may be considered as evidence in its favor, though it should
be noted that in the x2 minimizing calculation for the LSU data only, the third logically
possible (though biologically unlikely) tree-i.e., where the eubacteria group with the
sulfur-dependent thermophiles and where the eukaryotes group with the rest of the
archaebacteria-has
a distinctly lower x2 statistic (22.2) than either of the others.
Conclusions

As a way of examining hypotheses about parts of trees, “designer” invariants are
ideal, in that they enable the analysis to focus on precisely the problem at hand and
to be unaffected by decisions made about less interesting regions of the phylogeny.
They are based on relatively simple mathematics and feed into well-established statistical methodology.
The utility of the quadratic and other polynomial invariants presented here is
limited by the facts that they are based on symmetric-substitution models only and
that they are sensitive to variation in substitution rates at different positions. There is
no theoretical obstacle to generalizing the models to allow asymmetric substitution
rates, as Cavender ( 1989) has done in the case of linear invariants. This would require
more attention to choosing independent events in subtrees of rooted trees. As can be
seen in the previous section, there are approaches to circumventing the problem of
position-dependent rates or to calculating their effects.
Linear invariants require neither symmetric substitution probabilities nor rate
homogeneity, and these are distinct advantages. On the other hand, generalization of
linear invariants to larger trees and to different event structures would seem much
more difficult than with the approach we have proposed here.
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